Quantification of crystallinity using zero-loss filtered electron diffraction.
The quantity of the crystalline phases present in a nanomaterial is an important parameter that governs the correlation between its properties and microstructure. However, quantification of crystallinity in nanoscale-level applications by conventional methods (Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction) is difficult because of the spatial limitations of sampling. Therefore, we propose a technique that involves using energy-filtered electron diffraction in transmission electron microscopy which offers improved spatial resolution. The degree of crystallinity (DOC) was calculated by separating the crystalline and amorphous intensities from the total intensity histogram acquired by the azimuthal averaging of the zero-loss filtered signals from electron diffraction. In order to validate the method, it was demonstrated that the DOC calculated by zero-loss filtered electron diffraction was consistent with the DOC measured by the area ratio using an amorphous silicon on crystalline silicon standard sample. In addition, the results obtained from zero-loss filtered and conventional electron diffractions were compared. The zero-loss filtered electron diffraction successfully provided the reliable results of the crystallinity quantification. In contrast, the DOC measured using conventional electron diffraction yielded extremely variable results. Therefore, our results provide a crystallinity quantification technique that can extract quantitative information about crystallinity of nanoscale devices by using zero-loss filtered electron diffraction with better reliability than conventional electron diffraction. RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS: The degree of crystallinity can be measured by separating the crystalline and amorphous intensities from the total intensity histogram acquired by the azimuthal averaging of the zero-loss filtered signals from selected area electron diffraction.